Role of proximal His93 in nitric oxide binding to metmyoglobin. Application of continuum solvation in Monte Carlo protein simulations.
Monte Carlo protein simulations with continuum solvation were used to explore the conformational mobility of NO within the active site of metmyoglobin. To the best of our knowledge this is the first application of a continuum solvation model for exploring protein binding sites. The usefulness of the Monte Carlo conformational analysis was demonstrated in comparative molecular dynamics simulations. Analysis of conformer populations revealed that Monte Carlo conformational analysis is more effective in mapping the relevant region of the potential surface. Distribution of low-energy conformers obtained for the metmyoglobin-NO complex was found to depend on the orientation of proximal His93. Different charge distributions corresponding to the two experimentally verified possible torsions of this proximal residue result in strong binding of NO or its release to a nearby hydrophobic trap. Conformer populations obtained by Monte Carlo conformational analysis were grouped into three main families: one, with the NO directly bound to the iron, appears when the CA-CB-CG-CD2 torsion of His93 is at its ligand binding value (-113 degrees); and two conformers exist where NO is trapped in a nearby hydrophobic pocket, the same cavity that was determined to be the geminate trap of CO in ferrous Mb as a result of the torsional flip of His93 to its ligand releasing state (-125 degrees). Based on this analysis, we suggest that the electrostatic rearrangement coupled to the conformational fluctuation of the proximal His leads to the geminate trapping of the ligand. Conformational rearrangement of the proximal side would provide the possibility of rebinding of the ligand to Fe.